DO BRAZILIANS BELIEVE IN DEMOCRACY?

83% Of Brazilians think that democracy is important...

...but only

34% Consider democracy to be the preferable form of government.

9% Are satisfied with the current state of government affairs.

14% Would prefer an authoritarian government.

41% Are indifferent between democratic and authoritarian regimes.

78% Believe "elected officials do not care what ordinary people think."

5 in 10 Brazilians believe that Brazil is "a democracy with big problems."

Only 1 in 10 think that politicians act with the populace’s interests in mind.

Currently approve of the federal government: 6%

Believe Brazil’s government is corrupt: 73%

Confidence in government’s capabilities: 4%

Confidence in Federal Chamber of Deputies: 10%

Confidence in Electoral Commission: 26%

Trust in political parties: 6%